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• Higher % severe and multiple disadvantage: 
Mental health; self-harm; emerging and chaotic 
drugs; violence 

• Affordability impacts of low paid work and welfare 
poverty

• Access to accommodation – any sector
• ‘Hot Potato’ cases

• Partner/provider/contractor?
• City/ LA level
• Region – cross sector/cross geography
• ‘Shared journeys’ approach 
• Businesses and communities
• Lived experience

• Cumulative Impacts of public service cuts
• Cumulative impacts of welfare reform and 

poverty
• Pressure on community assets
• Churn- Housing as a social subsidy rather 

than a home

• Cumulative cuts to funding and individuals
• Risk shunting 
• Margins decreased
• Increasing dependency on charitable income
• False economy procurement
• Need new ways of jointly resourcing 
• Early spend v late spend

INclusion
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• To make sure more people got access to 
more meaningful help, and sooner 

• To drive a prevention focused culture at a 
local level

• To prioritise prevention and encourage all 
services to work together to reduce 
homelessness

• More person-centred and support focused 
approach 

The aims of the Homelessness Reduction Act



How the HRA is going so far

Communities and Local Government 
Select Committee took evidence on 
the impact of the HRA last week:

• Some councils have entered into 
the spirit of the Act

• Redesigned services
• Adopted the culture required, or are 

working towards it
• Political and corporate buy in to the 

idea of prevention
• Investment in prevention 

• Others have ‘bolted on’ the HRA to 
existing practice

• PHPs that aren’t personalised
• Still insisting that those with valid S21 

remain until possession
• Prioritising those likely to be owed a 

duty
• Maintaining investigator approach

• The structural issues are limiting 
the extent to which councils can 
help people

• Applicants feel more listened to 
but solutions aren’t sufficient



Homelessness - acceptances nationally

Ending of an assured shorthold tenancy continues to be the most common reason for loss 
of a settled home: 27% of acceptances

56,600 households 
were accepted as 
homeless and in 
priority need 
during 2017-18 in 
England.

18,450 were 
accepted as 
homeless but not 
in priority need

Shelter report 
320,000 people 
homeless in Britain



The Scale of the Challenge; the West Midlands in context

Rate of homelessness acceptances per 1000 households 2017/18  
• England: 2.41/1000 London: 4.23/1000 Rest of England: 2.08/1000 

• WMCA – 10,157 homeless applications and 5,518 acceptances 

• (5 of 7 LAs have acceptances over the national average)

• Birmingham : 7.77/1000 h/holds (4th highest in the country and highest overall acceptances at 3386 / 
5148 decisions);  Solihull 4.54 /1000 ; Coventry 3.86/1000; Sandwell 3.87/1000 ; Wolverhampton
4.28/1000 ;  Walsall 1.90/1000; Dudley 0.50/1000(0.45*)

• 169 rough sleepers November 2018 count on streets of West Midlands on a single night

#designingouthomelessness



Rough sleeping by English region

4, 677  people slept 
rough  nationally on a 
single night  in Autumn 
2018, down 2% from 
2017. 

More than doubled since 
2010

WMCA rise from 127 in 
2017 to 169 in 2018



Estimated costs of supporting 
Homelessness – 2017-2020 

Based upon ‘do nothing’ projections. We estimate the cost of 

supporting the immediate presenting needs of homeless 

households in the West Midlands by 2020, to be £278m.*

This includes:

• Cost of homeless applications - £50.7m

• Temporary accommodation for single homelessness - £11.1m

• Temporary accommodation for homeless families - £208m

• Additional cost of rough sleeping - £7.6m

* Subject to further consultation with WM LAs

Notes on temporary accommodation calculation.  This has been generated using 

the nationally published temporary accommodation figures for the West Midlands, 

projected for the next three years. Costs have been apportioned based on the 

breakdown of this across the WM, applying the £126 cost from New Economy to 

the 21% of “single homeless households”, and £630 (5 times the single person 

cost) as a conservative estimate of supporting families in temporary 

accommodation.
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#designingouthomelessness



Universal 
Prevention
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Prevention

Crisis Prevention 
and Relief

Recovery Move-on 
Support

Children  Families  Young people         Older singles

MAYOR’S MAINSTREAM STRATEGIES FOR WMCA 

Affordable Accommodation ,     Health,      Jobs and Skills,        Transport,            Community  

Regional 
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Task Group
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Designing out homelessness in the 
West Midlands
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related Poverty
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Integrated 
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Prevention by 
Design



Progress 
 Multiple engagement and communications across sectors and across region

 Task Groups mapping and gapping work

 Change into Action launch and various donations in cash and kind 

 Housing First bid secured - £9.6mill

 Housing Associations commitment to collaborate to prevent and relieve

 CIH convening regional sector round tables to discuss commitment to 

prevent and relieve

 Business Community commitments  - prevention; pathways to work and 

communications

 Faith sector conference and commitments

 Contribution to Rough Sleeping Advisory Panel

 Response to Domestic Abuse Bill consultation

 Response to Legal Aid Consultation and working with NRPF Forum

 Private Rented sector engagement

 Modern Slavery and Homelessness Task group- conference

 Radar/HCLIC data and analytics

 Year one report and distillation of key priorities moving forward

 Collective response to Somewhere Safe to Stay and Winter provision



Universal Prevention Targeted Prevention Crisis Prevention and Relief
Move on and recovery  

Recovery
Sustainable 

Housing Supply 

Children        Families                Young People Older Singles

Registration and access to primary care; Comprehensive assessment, formulation and planned interventions; Co-location and specialist 
support for those who are homeless or at risk; Information, signposting and referral to homelessness services; Joint commissioning and 

integrated working.

We  will provide 
the health and 

well-being 
support to 

sustain people 
in their homes.

Specialist Support will be 
tailored and person-centred.  
Will be flexible, skilled and for 
as long as required

We will provide  
primary care services 
which take account of 
someone’s living 
conditions 

We will work in partnership with other 
agencies and providers to help people 

sustain  their  health and homes 

We will provide health services to 
those in supported housing and 
contribute to the team around the 
individual.

Early intervention will be targeted 
to reach individuals to be at risk of 

losing their home . 

We will have a 
prevention 

culture

We will work through 
transitions to sustain 
health and well-being

Early indications of 
potential housing 
difficulties   are 

spotted

We will ensure people 
know where to go  and 
how to access support  

at the point of crisis

We know our population and they know us 

We know that good housing is critical to 
good health and well-being 

Health and Housing Strategies, Services, Systems, Processes  

Our Commitment to collaborate to prevent and relieve homelessness
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WMCA Homelessness Taskforce – our 
commitments to making a difference
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